




What happened in Beirut?
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On the 4th of August 2020, a massive explo-
sion hit the heart of the city of Beirut. The Epi-
center of this explosion was the main port 
surrounded by the historic center of the city. 
This scar left more than 300,000 people 
without a home, and destroyed hundreds 
of historical buildings. The area was also 
known to be an attraction to a majority of the 
Lebanese youth, an Art and Cultural Hub stan-
ding side to side with a Nightlife and culinary 
center. The area affected was part of a collec-
tive memory of generations and generations 
evolving organically with the passing years. 
It was a perfect example of how a historic area 
can intuitively evolve and keep up with the 
times without losing its features.
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Today all that remains are destroyed buildings, 
crumbling walls, and shattered windows. 
Since Urban Network was founded on the 
principal of using design as a tool for human 
improvement and development, we felt a pro-
fessional and personal responsibility to be 
a part of the healing process of Beirut. There 
is a dire need to fix what has been destroyed, 
but an even more crucial one: restoring a lost 
collective memory. What is then the role of 
architects and designers in posttraumatic 
events? How can the urban space play a role 
in healing the scars left by natural (or man-ma-
de) disasters? But most importantly how can 
design be the motor for urban regeneration?
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Urban Network is a platform created in order 
to connect people of different disciplines pro-
viding them with a space for sharing, debating 
and discussing ideas about cities, their evolu-
tion, their design, and their progress. Inspired 
by laboratory work, we believe that urban 
interventions should rely on experimenting 
and daring to suggest unorthodox ideas in 
order to seek better, more “humane” environ-
ments.



Who are our partners?
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MEDS (Meeting of Design 
Students) is an established 
international non-profit orga-
nisation where young profes-
sionals and students from 
diverse design backgrounds 
and different nationalities 
meet for workshops and 
events to collaborate on, 
create and share new ideas 
and projects.

Flying Submarine is a compa-
ny, which produces whatever 
you have in mind, with tech 
innovations as their specialty. 
Be it for corporate production 
of stands and activations to 
personal projects, they are 
your partners in making it 
happen.

SHIFT is a social innovation 
hub leading the transforma-
tion of post-conflict and/or 
marginalized zones towards 
peaceful and prosperous 
communities. It brings people 
together and bridges differen-
ces through building capa-
cities, raising awareness, and 
creating opportunities.

Beirut - a laboratory 
for environmentally 
conscious solutions
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After the blast the need was pretty obvious: 
an immediate emergency response to close 
up homes before the winter season as well as 
preventing looting and theft.

The common solution: buy new raw materials 
to produce millions of doors and windows.

The opportunity we saw: in a country without 
proper waste management, most of the wood
along with all the rubble from the explosion 
was to be dumped in the already oversatura-
ted and poorly managed landfills.
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We at Urban Network take pride in being a 
laboratory for environmentally conscious 
design. Along with our partners, we used this 
disaster to present an alternate model.

Through the We Wood - Beirut initiative, 
Urban Network seeks to make the ultimate 
usage of these materials, by collecting, upcyc-
ling and reusing the thrown wood for the be-
nefit of the local community. Proudly closing 
50 homes with 75% upcycled wood doors. 
The model presented served as an example 
that eco-friendly solutions through design 
can produce marvels.
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As important and vital as closing houses is, a 
more critical problem lies under the surface. 
Doors and windows can be fixed but the scars 
left by the explosion cannot be easily mended. 
It is imperative to start thinking about the lost 
collective memory, the lost urban identity, the 
public spaces, streetscapes, but most importan-
tly the new “post-explosion” urban experience. 
Design can play a vital role in restoring what 
was lost, as well as creating a new urban expe-
rience.
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The context itself is a prototype worthy of stu-
dying. “Mar Mikael” and “Gemmayze” streets 
present an alternate-model of urban evolution. 
One where, in the absence of adequate state 
led urban planning, an intuitive community led 
evolution over hundreds of years has proven to 
be a successful counter-approach to the 
common preplanned urban models. The city 
managed to vernacularly keep up with modern 
urban functions while maintaining a historical 
aspect.
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How can you help?
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In the same methodology we aim to provoke a 
new wave of urban regeneration. Through 
the injection of smart, minor but effective 
urban interventions, that will be a driving 
motor to restoring the city’s lost identity, and 
help the inhabitants heal the scars of this 
traumatic experience.

With a lot of collected scrap wood, we are 
sure that upcycling combined with ingenious 
design solutions can be a motor for change. 
Through design, we want to help the inhabi-
tants of Beirut to heal, we want to create 
urban experiences where the people can 
reconquer and redefine the city once again, 
just like they always have. We want you to 
think outside the box, think green, and think 
human “post-disaster” experience. 
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General Theme Urban regeneration_Reintegration of 
neighborhood community_Post disaster 

Site of Actions Beirut_Gemmayze and Mar Mikhael Street

Problematic Human-centered intervention, 
Post-trauma intervention

Type of projects Interactive design, urban furniture, installations, 
communal public spaces, urban agriculture, 
mobility and waste approach, lighting design
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Design volume 2 x 2 x 2.5 m

Base materials (70%) Collected scrap wood

Other materials (30%) Paint, eco-friendly materials, small accessories, 
textiles, tiles, new wood, etc.

Technique The project should be executable by students 
or young professionals, not by craftsmen

Transportation The project should be transportable in one piece 
in a pickup truck

Anchoring The project should be transportable and not 
bolted to the ground

Budget Up to 250$ per project

Execution time If executed the project execution time should 
not exceed 1 week of work
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Proposal format A4 presentation in pdf format + cad files

Proposal content Concept, design, 2D drawings (plans elevations sections), 
sketches or renders, execution details, bill of quantities, 
execution timeline

File size Maximum of 10 MB

Reception email urbannetworklb@gmail.com

Selected projects 10 projects

Selection criteria 1 - creativity and innovation
2 - sustainability
3 - coherence with the proposed theme
4 - integration with the context
5 - upcycling approach

Deadline February 1, 2021

Selection date February 15, 2021
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Post selection 1 - Selected projects will be published on social media, 
Archdaily and the MEDS website
2 - A date will be set for a local based workshop 
to execute some projects
3 - Coordination between designers and the Urban 
Network will occur once the workshop is set (to further 
develop the project)
4 - Designers can decide whether to coordinate remotely 
or on ground at their own expense

Certificates Acknowledgments for distinct and original proposals 
will be certified

Jury The full list of the jury members will be revealed after 
the selection process

Eligibility This call is open to all. No professional qualification 
is required. Non-Lebanese and people living outside 
Lebanon can also be part of this initiative by submitting 
their proposals with or without a remote assistance
(optional).
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Urban Network

Urban Network

MEDS Workshop

Find us on social media
click & check

https://www.facebook.com/urbanetwork.org
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.instagram.com%2Furbannetworklb%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3argnViYfG0lrh0jrspKLfhP6crsm8G4oxZq3T9BQ4xnreuZDmHZSu1fo&h=AT0_zPWci5e1MC1eiFWzKCnY9MlZCFPljuRm6jUXp0q_5FOHjz536bt9QdxWrahXfqNq4zBL2wd5ab36Wq7KLHshcW0MAKZYqvEAJyGbfTHJ45NTgCFV4a8DHf-luIRqlrjPJDZKzsUHzqLk5ohcrA
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